Sam Hamory and HVLP spraying from Earlex
Sam Hamory has been a cabinet maker
for the past 30 years and has been
spraying the whole time. He changed
over to HVLP in 1990 and has been with
Earlex for the past 8 years.

HVLP stands for High Volume and Low Pressure. This is the opposite
of what an air compressor does. An air pressure delivers 45 psi at 5
CFM. HVLP delivers 5.5 psi at 90 CFM. One of the other big
advantages of HVLP systems is that they blow warm, dry air. The air
temperature get to about 108o F and stays there. This means a lack of
fisheye.
How many stages (fans) do you need on the motor? Two, three or
four is plenty. HVLP maxes out at 10 psi. Anything over that is no
longer HVLP. The two stage Earlex HV5500 delivers 2.25 psi and 42
CFM and sells for $270. The three stage Spray Port sells for $470.
Viscosity - don't get hung up on it!
The sprayers include a 4oz. viscosity cup. As long as your finish goes
through the cup is 160 seconds or less ... you can spray it. Hint: pick
the 5 finishes that work for you and then stick with them and never
use the cup again.
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Raffle Prizes
Pin nailer - Roger
Callahan
Ryobi 5" sander - Greg
Holt
Ryobi 3/8" drill driver kit
- Rob Andrews
$25 Woodcraft gift
certificate - John
Seaman
Irwin 24" bar clamps Dave Saches
12" Irwin saw bladeThomas Empie

There is no such thing as a siphon gun with HVLP systems. There is
no enough pressure. All cups are pressurized. Air going in pushes the
product up the tube.

The CWA raffle could
benefit from your donation.
If you have any tools (old
or new) or shop supplies
you would like to donate to
be raffled, please bring

Bleeder guns vs non-bleeder guns:
All HVLP systems have to let the air out so that the motor doesn't burn
out. A non-bleeder gun relieves the pressure at the machine. A
bleeder gun passes the air at the gun.

them to the meeting.

The difference between a finish and a construction sprayer is the thing that causes atomization. The
needle and nozzle are a matched set. The smaller the needle, the finer the atomization, the finer the finish
can be. It's all about "level and even". A droplet is 2 mm tall, 2 mm wide and has a 2 mm gap between
droplets. The smaller needles makes smaller "valleys". This makes the finish look better.
Needle sizes:
Smallest is a 1.0 mm - used for musical instrument finish. Super thin coats, no sanding. Also used for
spraying dyes.
1.5 mm is your furniture needle. Anything in 3-4 coats.
2.0 mm is a general purpose needle
2.5 mm painting the fence or deck
Adjusting the gun - the technique is the same for all of the needles. Round droplets is the key. You want
to look around the outside for fine droplets that are equal size. Spraying should be done from 6" away
from the surface. If you spray from too far away, the surface will never have enough finish. The droplets
won't touch and join to make a film.
You can spray at 89o down and get a good finish. You can put down a little more product. Go a little
thicker. Pattern size is determined by how thick the fluid is in the gun. Thicker fluid smaller pattern. You
can get a 4-5" pattern with the Earlex 5500. You want 30-50% overlap on each pass.
Your first coat (seal coat) should be cut 50% from your regular coat. Sand to 220 because you will raised
the grain. Rule of thumb - you don't want to sand before you apply your last coat. The coat can be dry,
but it can not be cured or you will have to sand to get a mechanical bond.
Clean up: you don't need to clean the gun between coats. When you release the trigger, the gun and cup
are sealed. Latex paint can stay 8 hours in the cup. You can use cup liners, but if you are spraying epoxy
you need to get it out in 5 minutes so it doesn't set up.
And remember: ALWAYS use a respirator! Use water based finishes when you can. Stay Healthy.

Wood ID by Randy Hock
June's wood was ... Black Cottonwood (Populus Trichocarpa)
Named for the cotton like strands that come out with its seeds. Very limited distribution in the
southwest United States. It grows between 100-165 feet tall with a trunk diameter of 4-6 feet. On
the Janka scale, it is a 430. Average dry weight: 28 lbs/cf. It is a very light wood. The grain is
straight and it is easy to work because it is so soft. It needs very sharp tools so it doesn't crumble
when worked. Poor nail holding. It also has a tendency to warp. It is regarded as a low value
wood, typically used for carving or curl blanks.
If you have an interesting block of Native American wood, please bring it to the meeting and
give it to Randy Hock

SHOW & TELL
Jim Slomba: Shaker table from the Learn & Build. Walnut table with a
General finish Seal-a-cell.

Bob McElfresh: Patio set of 3 small tables (1 small table and 2 plant
stands. Made from scrap cedar from Tree Cycle America. Left
unfinished to darken.

Alan Grayson: A marquetry small sailboat and also a
small box with a marquetry picture of a cat looking
out the window on top of the box. He used the
knifing style on both items. Last piece was a South
African Toucan.

Michael Katsos: Two chess pieces from spalted
material. Also two wooden rings. They were heated
and bent in an coffee cup. One ring has a maple
inlay.

SHOW & TELL
Stan Howell: Cherry sofa end tables for daughter. Finished with a water based dye
and seven coats of poly on the top. Stan said he made a mistake and assembled the
table before putting in the lower shelf. He had to find a fix, but said it was a good
learning experience.

Al Spicer: Table with marquetry top. Al used 9 dyed
veneers and there are 500+ pieces in the top of the table.
Also has custom pulls for the drawers.

Club Announcements:

If you know of any facilities that may be available for our use, please let someone on the board know.
Wingate Elementary School: We volunteered with 3rd - 5th graders. No power tools allowed. We built 4 small
work benches for the students to work at. This gave kids access to tools for the first time in their life. We
provided miter boxes and nail cups (a Fred Miller patent).

We have obtained a Wolverine sharpening set-up and grinding wheels for the grinder so we can sharpen
our woodworking and wood turning tools. Please .... these are to be used ONLY for sharpening tools, not
for grinding metal! Wolverine gave us a steep discount on the new items, so please, support them.

"The Library Shelf"
DVD Review
David Charlesworth Hand Tool Techniques Part 3: Precision
Shooting Simplified
Written by Wayne L. Manahan
Reviewed by John Seaman
This DVD is the third in a series of 3 DVDs that David Charlesworth has published on techniques related
to sharpening and using hand planes.
In this video, David Charlesworth explains how hand planes are used for shooting, an approach that
allows you to add accuracy to your woodworking by adopting several techniques that make it simpler to
achieve more precise edges, miters, and glue joints. Typically used with stock that is 5/8 inch or less (and
rarely more than ¾ inch) in thickness, shooting techniques guide the hand plane in at least one dimension
and when using a shooting board and its associated fixtures, also controls the depth of each cut precisely.
These methods take some of the variability out of the planing process and allow you to control what your
results will be. Watch this DVD to learn about these fascinating methods of work!
The shooting board that Charlesworth uses in this video is a simple one. It’s a bench hook style with a
single fence at the rear edge of the board that runs 90 degrees to the path of the plane used for shooting.
In use it’s clamped to the workbench with a clamp that holds this fence to the bench top. When additional
fixtures are added to the fence shooting miters, the clamp is repositioned to hold the fixture as well. This
approach to clamping is made easier because Charlesworth is using a bench with a top that’s narrow
enough to allow C-clamps to be used for this clamping. In your shop, you may have to modify this
approach and clamp the shooting board in a different way. The bench hook design prevents the shooting
board from moving toward the rear of the workbench while it’s in use.
David Charlesworth discusses why shooting boards work in concept and why you don’t plane away the
entire shooting board while you’re trimming the stock you’re working with. He also discusses several
styles of planes that he’s used for shooting and examines why some planes work better than others in this
application. It isn’t a lengthy discussion, but it’s enough to let you gain the understanding you need to
pick the right type of plane for this job.
Charlesworth discusses some of the issues that are common among those just learning to use the
precision shooting approach and he demonstrates how to avoid making these errors.
Tipping the plane one of the biggest problems newcomers to shooting have, and Charlesworth provides
good guidance on what you can do to avoid this problem, from selection of the right style of plane to
general technique when sliding the plane forward to cut a shaving.
Tipping the plane is an especially serious problem because it destroys the accuracy that you have built (or
bought) your shooting board to achieve. Understanding the causes and taking deliberate action to avoid
these problems will ensure that you can use shooting techniques successfully.
Since Charlesworth is fond of using cambered blades in his hand planes, it’s necessary to make
adjustments to ensure that the portion of the blade that will be making the cut is set correctly. David
Charlesworth does an excellent job in explaining what the adjustment does, and showing how to make
these adjustments accurately.
Setting the plane for proper depth of cut and why this matters is covered, as are the steps in the process of
shooting. The video is clear and the sound offers an additional feedback path to help you learn what it’s
like to make each cut properly.

Since Charlesworth is fond of using cambered blades in his hand planes, it’s necessary to make
adjustments to ensure that the portion of the blade that will be making the cut is set correctly. David
Charlesworth does an excellent job in explaining what the adjustment does, and showing how to make
these adjustments accurately.
Setting the plane for proper depth of cut and why this matters is covered, as are the steps in the process of
shooting. The video is clear and the sound offers an additional feedback path to help you learn what it’s
like to make each cut properly.
Since it is sometimes difficult to build a perfectly accurate shooting board, Charlesworth shows us how to
make minor adjustments using cardboard shims to alter the position of the workpiece and produce the
result we’re looking for. His advice to cut the material a little long to start with and to check angles for
accuracy and make adjustment before getting to the knife line are excellent recommendations.
After discussing a variety of cuts using the shooting board and its accessories, Charlesworth discusses and
demonstrates freehand shooting. This approach involves folding two pieces of stock that need to be joined
face to face and clamping them between two pieces of MDF. The joint is then “shot” with the plane riding
on the bench top. This stabilizes the hand plane and reduces the need to hold the plane perfectly level as
you’d have to if you made this same cut with the work clamped in a vise. Of course this assumes that your
bench top is flat, but if it isn’t… well perhaps someone should flatten it?
Charlesworth demonstrated freehand shooting to prepare two boards to be glued together to form the
bottom of a drawer. He uses this method in conjunction with taking stopped shavings to plane the length
of each edge slightly hollow. If you don’t know how to hollow an edge using a hand plane, check out this
technique in the second video in this series David Charlesworth Hand Tool Techniques Part 2: Hand
Planing which is DVD number 2047 in the Charlotte Woodworker’s Association Library.
The freehand shooting section of the DVD to demonstrates a straightforward way to create a perfect edge
joint. In addition to its value for furniture making, this technique would work well for joining the tops
and backs of a dulcimer or any other musical instrument that uses flat wood for these parts.
This technique, with minor modification, can be used for joining veneer edges as well. Using freehand
shooting for veneer should to be a very gentle operation and it would be wise to watch this section of the
DVD several times to get a good sense of how little force is needed when shooting veneer edges. With
some creativity, you should be able to make good use of this approach when making geometric designs
with veneer.
This video provides a good introduction to precision shooting and demonstrates how these techniques
can be used in simple, straight-forward ways to improve the accuracy of some joints that are commonly
used in woodworking. You’ll learn how to use a simple shooting board with a few easily constructed addon fixtures to make otherwise almost impossible tasks fairly easy.
The demonstration of freehand shooting is eye opening if you’ve never seen this approach used.
This video is full of tips and techniques that will make it easier to start using precision shooting to
improve the quality of your work. Unless you’re lucky enough to know everything about precision
shooting, this video is well worth watching, and I’d recommend watching it at least twice. Watch it once
to get the main ideas of what David Charlesworth is covering on the topic and then watch it again more
carefully as many times as necessary to pick up the finer points of what’s being taught. Try the techniques
that are demonstrated. If you don’t have a shooting board, try David Charlesworth’s approach to freehand
shooting. Once you’ve tried that, you’ll want to build a shooting board… This DVD is number 2048 in
the Charlotte Woodworker’s Library.

OTHER CLUB NEWS

Did you know that the club has items that you can rent instead
of buying?

CWA Google
Groups
Communicate with other CWA colleagues on
Google

Drill Doctor for sharpening
regular and spade bits

With a single email you can let others know
what’s happening, share some information or
get an answer to a question.
Note: You Can Join This Group on Your Own!
To join:

Magnetic Planer
Knife Setting Jig



Create a Google account, if necessary
(requires name, email and password).



Please save your password in a secure place
for future use.



Paste the entire line below in your web
browser’s address bar
http://groups.google.com/group/charlottewoodworkers




“Sign in” Click the link "Join this Group" (on
the right).



Once "signed in" select the radio button
"Email" at the bottom and enter a nickname.



Send an email out to the group to introduce
yourself!



Use "charlotte
woodworkers@googlegroups.com"
as the "send to" in an email to send a
communication to all members of the group.

Work Sharp 3000 (you will need to supply your
own sandpaper)
Each item rents for $5.00 a month - see any
board member if you are interested.

Find CWA Online @
http://www.charlottewoodworkers.org/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Charlotte-Woodworkers/244821488888300
https://groups.google.com/forum/?hl=en#!forum/charlotte-woodworkers

Help Wanted

Safety Waivers:

Must be filled out and on file for all
CWA Members!
You can download the waiver on
our web site, scan it and e-mail to
John Bregan at

jrnurse2005@yahoo,com.
We also have blank ones available at
the monthly meeting.

Monroe CWA Satellite Location
Fully heated and Air conditioned

Club Clothing
• New way to order clothes
• We will offer the catalog on line.
• We will try to get the catalog posted
on the web site soon.
• A blank order form will also be on
the site.
• This should help us get enough
pieces together to place an order

Registration - Look at the CWA website to register interest and sign up
for the projects; as information details appear on the website.
http://www.charlottewoodworkers.org/

From John Bregan:
As an benefit of my company, you can access to a nurse advice
line. There is no charge, no one will try to sell you anything or
place you on a mailing list.

Library
• We have thousands of dollars
worth of material in our library.
• A great resource for only $1/month

To use the service, call 210-595-2273. The company is Carenet
Healthcare Services. Tell them you are a friend of mine (I am a Care
Advisor).

NEWSLETTER
PICTURES AND NOTES:
Thank you Pete Stoffel, who
takes notes.

Currently Bill Blackett will be organizing club membership shop tours.

The goal is to have shop tours scheduled in the same geographic area to reduce
distances traveled between shops and permit adequate time to tour several shops in a day.
To put your shop on the shop tour list, contact Bill at: billblackett@yahoo.com
Note: Shop tours are for active CWA members only—no guests

CWA MEETING PRESENTATIONS
All members are asked to keep an eye out for anyone that might make be a suitable program presenter
for our CWA club meetings. Who knows, it might even be you!
Recent presentations have included:



Spoon Carving



Fitting a Drawer

























Power Carving
Bandsaw Boxes




Hide Glue
Tuning up a Wide Board



Workbenches




Intarsia Lidded Wood Boxes
Turning a Peppermill



Using SketchUp
Log Cabin Building

Cutting Ogee Style Feet on a Bandsaw
Building a Mantle Clock
Tools and Changes in the Industry

Workshop Design
Dust Collection 101
Saw Blades 101, Freud Blades and Router
Bits










Small Shops
Finishing

Product Development Presentation (by
Stanley Black & Decker)
Thomas Day Furniture Presentation

Monday Night Open JPM
Shop Use
Any current CWA member who would like
to use the shop is welcome to do so.
CWA members are there on Monday
nights at 5:30 pm if you need any advice or
assistance with a project.

Marquetry

Ensure you have completed the CWA
‘waiver form’ before you use any of the
tools and equipment and follow the “Shop

Wooden Flute Making

Foreman’s” directions and safety proce-

Spoke Shavers

dures.

Tool Sharpening

All About Wood
Inlay Stringing

Fixing Your Mistakes (Parts 1 and 2)
Cutting and Drying Lumber
Making Banding Inlay
Jigs & Fixtures

Chairs
Mortise & Tennons
Project Planning

“Easy Wood Tools" for Woodturning

Please share your woodworking
knowledge, interesting experiences and/or a useful tip with
your CWA colleagues by writing
an article for the CWA
Newsletter.
Send your article to:
jrnurse2005@yahoo.com

If you know of someone with a woodworking skill that would be of
interest to CWA members, please contact Jim Slomba at:
jmslomba@gmail.com.

CWA F R I E N DS A N D S P ON S OR S
Please thank them every time you use their services.
Woodcraft
1725 Windsor Square Drive
Matthews, NC 28105

Irwin Tools
http://www.irwin.com/

(704) 847-8300

Farris Belt & Saw
235 Foster Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28203
www.farrisbelt.com

Charlotte Store
West Penn Hardwoods
1405 Deborah Herman Road

Conover, NC 28613

704-527-6166
Complete sharpening services and abrasives

828-322-2265

www.westpennhardwoods.com

800-288-0000

Phone: 704-662-9663

Whiteside Machine Company
4506 Shook Road
Claremont, NC
http://www.whitesiderouterbits.com
Phone: 828-459-2141

Horizon Forest Products
Greenville, S.C.

http://www.horizonforest.com/
Klingspor's Woodworking Shop
www.woodworkingshop.com

The Woodworking Source
184 Azalea Road
Mooresville, NC
http://www.thewoodworkingsource.com

Local Charlotte Salesman Chad Mitchell, 704-401-6426

Direct Tools Factory Outlet
5648 E. Independence Blvd. Suite E

Charlotte, NC 28212
704-537-2002

Woodworking Suppliers & Resources
Below is a list of various “local area” businesses that sell woodworking supplies that CWA members have used.



A&M

3300 Woodpark Blvd

Charlotte, NC 282056
704-598-7272



Advantage Trim & Lumber

2520 Blacksburg Rd

Grover, NC 28073
704-471-9991



Asheville Hardware

10 Buxton Ave
Asheville, NC 28801
828-252-8088

sales@ashevillehardware.com



Blume Supply

3316 South Blvd

Charlotte, NC 28209
704-523-7811







Buddy Aultman (CWA Member)

www.aultmansawmill.com
704-242-4849

Hardwood Store

106 V East Railroad Ave
Gibsonville, NC 27249
336-449-9627

Klingspor Abrasives, Inc

2555 Tate Blvd SE

Hickory, NC 28602
800-645-5555



Gastonia, NC 28052
704-917-0490

 West Penn Hardwoods

 Irwin Tools

8936 Northpointe Executive Dr.
Suite 200

Huntersville, NC 28078
800-464-7946

1405 Deborah Herman Road

Conover, NC 28613
828-322-9663
Open: M-F 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

 Woodcraft
1725 Windsor Square Drive
Matthews, NC 28105
704-847-8300

 Woodworking Source
184 Azalea Rd.

Mooresville, NC 28115
704-662-9663

 Wurth Wood Group
4250 Golf Acres Dr
Charlotte, NC 28208
704-394-9479

From Woodworkers Supply concerning Club Discount Procedures
Please also note that any members who are also a “for profit”
business should let us know this and supply their business name &
type.
The quickest, most efficient way to get them all setup is if they will
do the following:
1.Those who are NOT new to Woodworker’s Supply & have
received catalogs from us in the past should contact me for setup so I
can make sure we don’t inadvertently create a dupli-cate customer
ﬁle. It’s not the end of the world if we do but I can convert folks over
much more easily than they can them-selves.

2501 Weddington Ave

Charlotte, NC 28204

a. They will be including their email address & a password

The Sawmill (Kyle Edwards)

5048 Reinhardt Cir

Iron Station, NC 28080
704-258-8985



1442 Castle Court

2. Those who are NEW to Woodworker’s Supply can visit
www.pro.woodworker.com and signup as a New customer.

Queen City Lumber

704-333-3939



 TCI Supply

Steve Wall Lumber Co.

PO Box 287
Mayodan, NC 27027
800-633-4062
woodsales@walllumber.com

b. In Business Name ﬁeld – enter “Charlotte Woodworking
Club Member”
c. In Business Type field - choose “Woodworking Club”
d. Fill in the rest of the required information
3. Have them give me a call or email me and I’ll double check /
verify that their setup is complete.
Any of the folks who are intimidated by the above steps can call
me and I’ll do the setup for them & send them an email. Buddy
Warner's contact info is:
Local NC: 336-578-0500 ext. 3054
Toll Free: 800-352-0182 ext. 3054
buddyw@woodworker.com

Directions to Jackson Park Ministries

e

pil

nd

Sa
From the intersection of I-85 and Billy Graham Parkway:

Take Billy Graham Parkway South.
Turn Right on Paul Brown Blvd / West Blvd. (this will be after the main entrance to the airport)

Turn Right on Airport Drive.
First left on Sentry Post Drive.
At the end of Sentry Post Drive there is driveway on the left. Look for the sandpile and enter here. Using the
photo above, drive down the driveway and around to the warehouse with the “x” on the top.

From the intersection of South Tryon Street and Billy Graham Parkway (where Woodlawn turns in to Billy Graham). Also

exit 6 from I-77.):

Take Billy Graham Parkway North.
Turn Left on Paul Brown Blvd / West Blvd. (this will be at the light after the Tyvola Road exit)

Follow from Step 3 above…

SHOP CALENDAR

CLASSIFIEDS

JULY:

Buy—Sell—Trade—Look For

Monday 4th - TBA
Monday 11th - Open Shop & Board
Meeting
Monday 18th - Open Shop
Tuesday 19th - Meeting
Monday 25th - Open Shop

AUGUST:

Do you have some woodworking related items to sell or items you are looking to obtain? Send an
email to the CWA Google Group at: charlotte-woodworkers@googlegroups.com or just email me at
jrnurse2005@yahoo.com

Regular CWA Meeting Time and Place
Meetings of the Charlotte Woodworkers Association, Inc are held the third Tuesday of each
month, except for December. Meetings are held at Jackson Park Ministries Woodshop at Sentry

Post Drive, Charlotte, NC.
A social and refreshment time starts at 5:30pm; our meeting starts at 6:15pm. Come to the meeting early and get to know your fellow woodworking enthusiasts! See map on previous page.

Monday 1st - Open Shop
Monday 8th - Open Shop & Board
Meeting
Monday 15th - Open Shop
Tuesday 16th - Meeting
Monday 22nd - Open Shop
Monday 29th - Open Shop

SEPTEMBER:
Monday 5th - Labor Day (TBA)
Monday 12th - Open Shop & Board
Meeting
Monday 19th - Open Shop
Tuesday 20th - Meeting
Monday 26th - Open Shop

2016 CWA Board Members/Committee Chairman

David Powles
President
704-506-0403
dpowles42@gmail.com

Jim Slomba

Fred Miller

Vice-President/Program Director
803-222-6729
jmslomba@gmail.com

Treasurer
704-650-8520
fredmiller2@gmail.com

John Bregan

John Seaman

Connie Barnes

Secretary
803-417-1006
jrnurse2005@yahoo.com

Board Member at Large
704-556-1500
jseaman170@gmail.com

Board Member at Large
803-322-1616
travelingnanu@gmail.com

Mike Smith

Wayne Manahan

Joe Hattaway

Past President

Librarian

Website

704-535-4497

mikececilsmith@gmail.com

Greg Smith
Snacks

Randy Hock
Wood Identification

Bill Blackett

Glenn Boone

Shop Tours

Raffle

